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The Ques9on
• From the perspec<ve of academia, what capacity building is
necessary to build towards the comprehension and
development of RSA in LAC region and how feasible is this?

Star,ng Point
Lack of Real-World Data:
A Market Failure for Medicines as
Global Public Goods
Current global health system has very weak incen<ves to
measure performance a_er a medicine is on the market.
– This means that we do NOT operate as “learning health
care systems.”

Paying for Performance: A New Idea in 2007?
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Performance-Based Risk-Sharing Arrangements:
A Variety of Names
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

managed entry agreements (MEA)
outcomes-based schemes
risk-sharing agreements
coverage with evidence development (CED)
access with evidence development
pa<ent access schemes (PAS)
condi<onal licensing
pay-for-performance programs (P4P)
And others?
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PBRSA—Five Key Characteris9cs
1. There is a program of data collec,on agreed between the manufacturer (or
provider, in some instances) and the payer..
2. This data collec,on is typically ini,ated during the ,me period following the
regulatory approval (which may be full, condi<onal, or adap<ve), and linked to
post-launch coverage decisions..
3. The price, reimbursement, and/or revenue for the product are linked to the
outcome of this program of data collec,on either explicitly by a pre-agreed rule
or implicitly through an op<on to renego<ate coverage, price, and revenue at a
later date
4. The data collec,on is intended to address uncertainty about …. For example:
– eﬃcacy or eﬀec<veness in the tested popula<on as compared to current
standard of care;
– the eﬃcacy or eﬀec<veness in a broader, more heterogeneous popula<on
than used in registra<on trials or in pre-licensing tes<ng;…
5. These arrangements provide a diﬀerent distribu,on of risk between the payer
and the manufacturer than the historical manufacturer-payer rela<onship.
Source: ISPOR PBRSA Task Force Report
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Basics: The Pervasiveness of Uncertainty
•

Drugs are approved, launched, and reimbursed under condi<ons of
uncertainty, aﬀec<ng many key parameters:
– Eﬃcacy (heterogeneity)
– Eﬀec<veness in real world
– Risks (safety)
– Models, including links between surrogate markers and long-term
outcomes
– Cost-eﬀec<veness
– Budget impact.
1. VariabilityàUncertainty (=Risk)
2. Gathering more evidence to reduce uncertainty is costly.
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The Historical Risk-Sharing “Equilibrium”
•

Risk to manufacturer: we operate with a blockbuster ﬁnancing model for R&D.
– Intellectual property—patent protec<on to incen<vize investment and risktaking
– There is no ex ante clause to share innova<on cost or to purchase drugs.

•

Risk to payer: The payer nego<ates a price and/or use.
– The payer—and pa<ent—bear the risks of making a bad buy (i.e., when
incremental health beneﬁts are not worth the addi<onal cost).
– The payer is free to collect post-launch data. Manufacturers will only do
this if it is in their compe<<ve interests.

•

Pricing: Individual countries strike diﬀerent types of deals with manufacturers
– Range of country environments: nego<ated prices < -- > free pricing
– All of this provides an incen<ve for manufacturers to seek highest
jus<ﬁable price at launch. Manufacturers would like to price for future
(larger) indica<ons.
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Cumula9ve and Annual PBRSA Cases by Year

Total Schemes: 369

Source: UW PBRSA Database

PBRSA Cases by Year: Ac9ve vs. Expired

Source: UW PBRSA Database

UW PBRSA Taxonomy: Performance-Linked Reimbursement
Performance-based schemes between health care payers and manufacturers

Non-outcomes based schemes

Popula9on level

Market
share

Pa9ent level

Price
volume

U9liza9on
caps

Health outcomes-based schemes

Condi9onal coverage

Coverage with
evidence
development (CED)

Manufacturer
funded treatment
ini9a9on

Condi9onal treatment
con9nua9on (CTC)

Performance-linked reimbursement
(PLR)

Outcomes
guarantee

[Ex: Alzheimer’s drugs in Italy]

Only in research

Only with research

[Ex: Cochlear implants
in US (CMS)]

[Ex: Risperidone in
France]

[Ex: OncotypeDx in US
(United Healthcare)]

Clinical Endpoint
[Ex: Bortezomib in
UK]
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Pa`ern or process of
care

Intermediate
Endpoint
[Ex: Simvasta<n in
US]

Key ﬁndings:

Key Study Elements:
•
•
•

Reviewed recent trends in UW
database
In-depth stakeholder interviews
Online survey on percep<ons of
future

• Lots of interest and talk by
manufacturers
• Substan<al implementa<on
barriers
• Need beZer data systems
• Costs of nego<a<on
• More interest in ﬁnancially-based
RSAs
• Shi_ incen<ves? ACOs and
government subsidies?

* Source: Garrison et al., AJMC, 2016

Poten9al Barriers to PRSAs in U.S.:
Interview Results
1.

Signiﬁcant addi9onal eﬀort required to establish / execute RSAs (e.g. compared to
tradi9onal rebates / discounts)

2.

Challenges in iden9fying / deﬁning meaningful outcomes

3.

Challenges in measuring relevant real-world outcomes

4.

Data infrastructure inadequate for measuring / monitoring relevant outcomes

5.

Diﬃculty in reaching contractual agreement (e.g. on the selec9on of outcomes, pa9ents,
data collec9on methods)

6.

Implica9ons for federal best price (Medicaid)

7.

Payer concerns about adverse pa9ent selec9on

8.

Fragmented mul9-payer insurance market with signiﬁcant switching among plans

9.

Challenges in assessing risk upfront due to uncertain9es in real-world performance

10.

Lack of control over product use

11.

Signiﬁcant resource and / or costs associated with ongoing adjudica9on

Source: Garrison et al., “Private Sector RSAs in the United States”,
September 2015, AJMC, Vols. 21, No. 9

The Ques9on
•

From the perspec<ve of academia, what capacity building is necessary to
build towards the comprehension and development of RSA in LAC region
and how feasible is this?

“Answer”:
• Even systems with good health data infrastructure have a diﬃculty <me execu<ng
PBRSAs.
• Would require good data analy<cs, including epidemiology and econometrics to do true
outcomes-based agreements
• Need <mely and reliable data systems
• Need crea<ve staﬀ with strategic, business-oriented thinking
• Need to fully understand clinical aspects of the treatment: there may be few good
candidates or a limited <me window for follow-up
• Incen<ves maZer: could we subsidize?

Global Implica9ons
• PBRSAs provide an important opportunity to generate the
real-world evidence on product performance that we are
sorely lacking.
• The ﬁnancially-based risk-sharing agreements can provide—
via conﬁden<al discount—an important avenue for highly
desirable diﬀeren<al pricing of medicines across countries
with vastly diﬀerent abili<es to pay.
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Thanks!
Ques9ons?
lgarrisn@uw.edu
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